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Abstract

The New York Public Library is participating in the Chronicling America initiative to develop an online searchable database of historically significant newspaper articles. Microfilm copies of the papers are scanned and high resolution OCR software is run on them. The text from the OCR provides a wealth of data and opinion for researchers and historians. However, the categorization of articles provided by the OCR engine is rudimentary and a large number of the articles are labeled “editorial” without further categorization. To provide a more refined grouping of articles, unsupervised machine learning algorithms (such as K-Means) are being investigated. The K-Means algorithm requires tuning of parameters such as the number of clusters and mechanism of seeding to ensure that the search is not prone to being caught in a local minima. We designed a pilot study to observe whether humans are adept at finding sub-categories. The subjective labels provided by humans are used as a guide to compare performance of the automated clustering techniques. In addition, seeds provided by annotators are carefully incorporated into a semi-supervised K-Means algorithm (Seeded K-Means); empirical results indicate that this helps to improve performance and provides an intuitive sub-categorization of the articles labeled “editorial” by the OCR engine.

1 Introduction

Chronicling America1 is an initiative of the National Endowment for Humanities (NEH) and the Library of Congress (LC) whose goal is to develop an online, searchable database of historically significant newspapers between 1836 and 1922. The New York Public Library (NYPL) is part of this initiative and has scanned 200,000 newspaper pages published between 1890 and 1920 from microfilm.

In order to make a newspaper available for searching on the Internet, the following processes must take place: (1) the microfilm copy or paper original is scanned; (2) master and Web image files are generated; (3) metadata is assigned for each page to improve the search capability of the newspaper; (4) OCR software is run over high resolution images to create searchable full text and (5) OCR text, images, and metadata are imported into a digital library software program. The scanned newspaper holdings of the NYPL offers a wealth of data and opinion for researchers and historians. The goal of our research project is to enable users of this historical archive including scholars (genealogists, geologists, marine biologists investigating oil spills in the New York area) and other library patrons to efficiently search for articles of interest to them.

The newspaper titles and digitized pages available through the Chronicling America website can be searched using the OpenSearch protocol2. Unfortunately, the current search facilities are rudimentary and irrelevant documents are often more highly ranked than relevant ones. The newspapers are scanned on a page-by-page basis and article level segmentation is poor or non-existent; the OCR scanning process is far from perfect and the documents generated from it contains a large amount of garbled text. In a bid to serve its patrons better, the New York Public Library employed human annotators to clean headlines of articles and text, but the process of manually reading all the old newspapers article-by-article and cleaning them soon became very expensive.

In addition, categorization of article level data using the OCR software was not very successful; for instance, an attempt to categorize articles in the edition of The Sun newspaper published on November 4th, 1894 resulted in 338 articles classified as editorial, 32 unclassified3, 10 sports, 23 advertising, 5 commercial, 3 birth-related announcements and 2 reviews. There was no easy mechanism to do fine-grained categorization of editorial articles – thus articles dealing with elections and governmental appointments, crime and public health were all labeled “editorial”.

In this paper, we describe an automated technique of categorizing articles using an unsupervised learning algorithm - the K-Means algorithm. To ensure that it converges and produces satisfying results, the parameters of the algorithm need to be set correctly. This includes the choice of the number of groups in the data set (K) and a mechanism for the selection of the seeds. We performed a pilot study to show that humans are adept at navigating ambiguous and hierarchical situations and therefore integrating their wisdom into a
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1http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/

2http://www.opensearch.org/Home

3These were later identified as banners of the newspaper.
learning algorithm helps the automated technique considerably. Furthermore, if the unsupervised learning algorithm is guided by appropriate choice of seeds, the results are much more intuitive.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work; Section 3 discusses the data available from the NYPL archives and methods of pre-processing and cleaning applied on it; Section 4 describes the human annotation task and Section 5 provides mechanisms to improve K-Means using human-insight. Finally Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2 Related Work

In many machine learning tasks, there is a large supply of unlabeled data but insufficient labeled data to learn from. Online document repositories (such as JSTOR, IEEE, ACM, Google digital libraries) provide good examples of domains where unlabeled data is available in surplus. Unsupervised machine learning algorithms (such as clustering) can be used to automatically learn from these large archives. In recent years, topic models (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003; Blei 2004) have been used extensively for finding useful structures in otherwise unstructured document collections. These are probabilistic models used for uncovering the underlying semantic structure of a document collection based on hierarchical Bayesian analysis of original texts. However, these models assume an underlying distribution of topics and do not always keep the browsing needs of a human user in mind. An alternative is to use one of the oldest and most commonly used clustering algorithms such as the K-means algorithm (Lloyd 1957), (MacQueen 1967). While relatively easy to use, parameters of this algorithm need to be tuned carefully; cluster labels obtained by running the algorithm need to be compared to prior knowledge or “ground truth”.

Iterative clustering techniques (such as K-Means) are sensitive to the choice of initial starting points (seeds) and the number of clusters they learn (K). A common technique is to seed at random by arbitrarily creating K partitions and choosing the mean of each partition as seeds. Forgy (Forgy 1965) proposed a variant that chooses K instances at random as seeds, then assigns the remaining instances to the cluster represented by the nearest seed. MacQueen (MacQueen 1967) recalculates the centroids after the assignment of instances to the cluster represented by the nearest seed. Kaufman and Rousseuw (Kaufman and Rousseuw 1990) propose an elaborate mechanism of seed selection: the first seed is the instance that is most central in the data; the rest of the representatives are selected by choosing instances that promise to be closer to more of the remaining instances. In K-Means++ (Arthur and Vassilvitskii 2007), centers are chosen at random from the data points, but weighted according to their squared distance from the closest center already chosen. By augmenting K-Means using this simple, randomized seeding technique, K-Means++ is \( \theta(\log K) \) competitive with the optimal clustering. Bradley and Fayyad (Bradley and Fayyad 1998) propose refining the initial seeds by taking into account the modes of the underlying distribution. This refined initial seed enables the iterative algorithm to converge to a better local minimum.

To efficiently estimate the number of clusters in the data Pelleg and Moore (Pelleg and Moore 2000) search the space of cluster locations and number of clusters using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) or Akaike Information Criterion. The G-Means algorithm (Hamerly and Elkan 2003) is based on a statistical hypothesis test that subsets of data follow the Gaussian distribution and the PG-Means algorithm (Feng and Hamerly 2007) extends this algorithm further by learning the number of clusters from a classical Gaussian Mixture Model. Tibshirani et al. (Tibshirani, Walther, and Hastie 2001) propose the use of the “gap statistic” for estimating the number of clusters in the data, comparing the change in within-cluster dispersion with that expected under an appropriate reference null distribution.

In semi-supervised clustering algorithms, labeled data has been used to provide iterative feedback (Cohn, Caruana, and McCallum 2003) and conditional distributions in auxiliary space (Sinkkonen and Kaski 2002). Seeding mechanisms for semi-supervised clustering have been studied in (Basu, Banerjee, and Mooney 2002), (Wagstaff et al. 2001). Klein et al. (Klein, Kamvar, and Manning 2002) were able to show that by allowing instance-level constraints to have space-level inductive constraints, improved methods of clustering can be obtained with very limited supervisory information.

3 The Data

Figure 1 shows a scanned newspaper (The Sun, November 2, 1894) from the NYPL archive and an article from this paper. The historical newspaper archive contains two types of XML files: (1) Page-Level XMLs: For each page of a newspaper, there is an XML file that contains metadata about the page and the text in it. Among other things, the metadata presents information about the OCR software used and alternate suggestions for words scanned whenever possible. (2) Issue-Level XMLs: The issue-level XMLs (illustrated in Table 1) provide the following information about articles:

---

\[466\]
Article metadata
<xmlData>
<mods:mods>
<mods:detail type="headline">
<mods:text>Grant on the East Side</mods:text>
</mods:detail>
<mods:detail type="classification">
<mods:text>article/opinion-editorial</mods:text>
</mods:detail>
<mods:detail type="pagelIdentifier">
<mods:text>pageModsBib1</mods:text>
</mods:detail>
</mods:mods>
</xmlData>
<dmdSec>
</dmdSec>

Table 1: A segment of the issue-level XML file illustrating the OCR Classification (as "article/editorial") for the article and its headline.

(a) **Headlines cleaned by humans** which are of much higher quality than the text produced by the OCR software. (b) **Article segmentation information**: Each newspaper article is represented as a collection of one or more text blocks and their pixel coordinates are available. This helps to determine where one article ends and the next one begins and is particularly useful when an article spans more than one page. (c) **High-level categorization** of the articles produced by the OCR software. We have access to only a subset of the NYPL archive\(^5\) – issues of *The Sun* newspaper dating from November 1, 1894 to December 31, 1894. For experiments used in this paper, we used only one randomly chosen newspaper (November 2nd, 1894 issue of *The Sun*). Figure 2 shows all the categories found by the OCR software for this issue. Articles in the “editorial/opinion” and “sports” categories contain statistically significant amounts of text - the remaining 28 articles in the newspaper are not included in our study.

Pre-processing: We first preprocess the documents to reduce dimensionality and have clean data to learn from. For each article, a bag-of-words representation and tf-idf weights are obtained. Stop words such as “the”, “and”, etc. are removed from the set of words. Terms of length three or less and words that contain digits or repeated characters (e.g. “paaa” and “ormnn”) are also removed. After applying the above noise reduction techniques, the dimensionality of the feature space is 3210.

4 A Pilot Study Involving Human Annotators

A pilot study was conducted to test whether the category labeled “article/editorial” by the OCR software could be further broken down to more meaningful sub-categories. Six annotators were recruited to determine the number of natural categories found in a random sample of twenty-five articles, and the divergence across annotators. The articles (all labeled article/editorial by the OCR software) were selected from the November 2nd, 1894 issue of *The Sun* newspaper. All the annotators were given the same set of articles to work with. They were asked to skim the articles first and group them into obvious and intuitive categories and focusing on the “bigger picture”. The defined categories had to be described in 5 - 10 words and preferably had to include words from the articles. Finally, they were interviewed with the following set of questions:

1. What was the strategy you used for coming up with the categories?
2. Were there any documents that you found difficult to assign to categories?
3. Did you find any part of the study particularly difficult or ambiguous? If so, describe the problem you faced.
4. How long did it take you to complete the study?
5. If you had the opportunity to change anything with this study, what would it be?

While there are many other interesting research questions that can be investigated with human annotated data, the focus was on determining a meaningful number of sub-categories for the “article/editorial” category; thus reaction times, self-consistency among annotators were not emphasized.

**Interpreting Results from the Pilot Study:** Table 2 shows the number of categories found by the annotators. It so happened that the November 2nd, 1894 newspaper was published immediately after general elections; thus a lot of articles in this issue had to do with politics and elections. This

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Number of sub-categories found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annotator 1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotator 2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotator 3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotator 4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotator 5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotator 6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sub-Categories found by humans in the random sample of 25 articles labeled “article/editorial” by the OCR software.

Figure 2: Top-level categories of articles from OCR for the November 2nd, 1894 issue of *The Sun* newspaper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Article counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Editorial/Opinion</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial/Legal/Public notices</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth/Death/Wedding</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclassified</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is also reflected in the random sample used for the categorization task – annotators unanimously agreed that seven of the twenty five articles used for the study belong to the category “politics/elections/governmental appointments”. Three of the annotators found hierarchies among this category such as “politics/ballot, politics/election, politics/nomination, politics/war, politics/social, politics/entertainment, politics/gossip”. This accounted for the increased number of total categories they listed. Since the instructions explicitly mentioned focusing on the “bigger picture” and not drilling down to very fine-grained categories, these were merged together to form the category “politics”. Annotators also agreed unanimously on one article belonging to the category “medicine, public-health and safety”. This article presented a report on a new diphtheria remedy and annotations were tried on two cases in Philadelphia. Although slightly tricky, annotators merged together articles that contained arts, biographies, book reviews and the like into one category called “arts/human interest”. Creating a homogeneous category for these articles was not easy due to the wide variety of articles. Articles pertaining to “death” and “marriage announcements” were binned into separate categories. There was no agreement among annotators on the category “medicine, public-health and safety”. This accounted for the increased number of total categories by reading the headlines of the articles. Articles pertaining to “death” and “marriage announcements” were binned into separate categories. There was no agreement among annotators on these articles had a much higher level of ambiguity and there was no agreement among annotators. Since we did not have categories pre-defined for the annotation task and chose rather to let annotators come up with appropriate categories by themselves, computing agreement on these articles was not straightforward.

In essence, six sub-categories for the “article/editorial” OCR category were found by human annotators and are illustrated in the Table 3. It must be noted that in this application, it is hard to obtain “ground truth” or a “gold standard” which can be used for further labeling. Consequently, we are forced to rely on the subjective opinion of annotators who sometimes disagree on labels. There is considerable interest in the research community on whether this subjective labeling at low cost is indeed useful for machine learning algorithms (Raykar et al. 2009; Hsueh, Melville, and Sindhwani 2009).

The interview section of the annotation task indicated that small or singleton categories lead to less agreement among humans; these outliers do not fit into a larger category easily and this raised confusion and difficulty in categorization. Thus, learning from more examples of similar kind was the norm.

Many of the annotators based the initial decision of the number of categories by reading the headlines of the articles and making notes; a feedback loop was almost always involved where annotators refined the initial estimates based on more careful and thorough reading of the articles. Finally, since it was not clearly indicated whether an article is allowed to belong to multiple categories, this question was raised by several annotators. The time recorded by annotators indicates that it took anywhere between 45 mins - 2 hrs to complete the task.

5 Refining Parameters of the K-Means Algorithm

The K-Means Algorithm: One of the oldest and most commonly used clustering algorithms is the K-means algorithm (Lloyd 1957), (MacQueen 1967). Assume we are given an integer K and a set of N data points in Rd, the goal is to partition X into K clusters, K much smaller than N. This can be achieved by choosing K centroids C1, C2, . . . ,CK so as to minimize the potential function φ = ∑x∈X ∑c∈CminDist(x − c), where Dist represents a distance function (such as squared euclidean, L1 norm, cosine metric etc.). The basic steps of the algorithm are as follows: Arbitrarily choose initial K centroids C1, C2, . . . ,CK from X; for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} set the cluster Ci to be the set of all points in X that are closer to centroid Ci than they are to centroid Cj, ∀j ̸= i; for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} set the cluster centroid Ci = 1 |Ci| ∑x∈Ci x; the last two steps are repeated until the process stabilizes and there are no new cluster assignments.

Choice of Parameters: There is much debate on how to choose a suitable K appropriate for the data set. For our experiments we relied on human annotators to come to a consensus regarding the choice of an appropriate K as described in Section 4. The other parameter that warrants some discussion is the choice of initial seeds; we have used two different seeding mechanisms in our experiments: (a) randomly chosen seeds which do not use information about clusters that humans produced (b) a semi-supervised K-Means algorithm called Seeded K-Means (Basu, Banerjee, and Mooney 2002). This algorithm assumes that there exists S ⊆ X, called the “seed set” on which supervision is provided by annotators; thus, for each i ∈ S the annotator indicates which cluster it seeds; there is at least one seed point xi per cluster. Once appropriate parameters have been set, the labels from K-Means are compared with those suggested as “ground-truth” by human annotators. Note that all articles where annotators did not agree on labels were designated to a category called “Other”.

Testing the validity of clusters: In order to measure the quality of the clusters produced by the K-means algorithm,
we compare the clusters they produce to human annotated data marking each instance as one of the six categories illustrated in Table 3. This procedure allows us to quantitatively measure how useful the cluster labels are when compared to the annotated class labels. The external cluster-validity measure used in this work was first suggested by Dom (Dom October 2001) and is equivalent to mutual information when cluster labels and class labels are exactly the same. Let each data set \( D \) have \( n \) instances \( O_1, O_2, \ldots, O_n \) and we want to partition it into \( K \) clusters. Let \( K = \{1, 2, \ldots, 6\} \) be the set of cluster labels and \( C = \{1, 2, \ldots, 6\} \) be the expert annotated class labels assigned to the objects in \( D \). Consider a two-dimensional contingency table, \( H = h(c, k) \) where \( h(c, k) \) represents the number of objects labeled class \( c \) are assigned to cluster \( k \) by the algorithm. Then, if there is a perfect clustering \( H \) is a square matrix with only one non-zero element per row / column. The marginals are defined as \( h(c) = \sum_k h(c, k) \) and \( h(k) = \sum_c h(c, k) \). Since in our experiments the number of clusters are known a priori, the cluster-validity measure is essentially the empirical mutual information \( I(C, K) = H(C) - \hat{H}(C|K) \), where \( \hat{H}(C) = -\sum_{c=1}^{||C||} \frac{h(c)}{n} \log \frac{h(c)}{n} \) and \( \hat{H}(C|K) = -\sum_{c=1}^{||C||} \sum_{k=1}^{||K||} \frac{h(c, k)}{h(k)} \log \frac{h(c, k)}{h(k)} \).

**Empirical Evaluation:** There are 25 articles used in the pilot study; a bag-of-words representation and tf-idf weights are obtained for these articles. Each article has 3210 features and one of possible six labels provided by human annotators. The K-Means algorithm with \( K = 6 \) is run over 10 trials using both the random seeding and semi-supervised seeding. For semi-supervised seeding, one representative article from each category provided by human annotators is randomly selected for creating the seed; however care is taken to ensure that all six categories are represented by at least one seed. In each trial, the labels obtained after clustering are tested against the “ground-truth” generated by annotators and mutual information is recorded. The average and standard deviation of mutual information obtained over all trials is presented in the Table 4. Clearly, using Seeded K-Means with semi-supervision from annotators is more robust than the random seeding mechanism.

In another experiment, we used the results from the pilot study to annotate unlabeled articles. We applied the Seeded K-Means algorithm with seeds suggested by annotators, on the remaining articles of the November 2nd, 1894 issue of The Sun newspaper that were not included in the pilot study. At least one representative article from each category was randomly selected from clusters found by humans for creating the seed and care is taken to ensure that all six categories are represented. We ran the Seeded K-Means algorithm ten times on the unlabeled articles; for each run, the number of clusters is fixed at six, the cosine distance metric is used to compare similarity between instances and the same technique (randomly choose one of the representative documents of a category as the centroid) is used for generating seeds. The labels obtained from each run can be considered as produced by an automated annotator. Since each automated annotator only provides labels between 1 and 6 we are able to use Krippendorff’s alpha to measure inter-annotator agreement between them. It is seen that there is a very low agreement (\( \alpha=0.316 \)) when 200 resamplings are used for calculating two-tailed 1% confidence intervals. To illustrate this point further, we closely examined the labels provided by two representative automated annotators as shown in the confusion matrix illustrated in Table 5. For these two automated annotators, there is a complete agreement on subcategories for 20.7% of the articles used for blind testing; 61.9% of articles labeled “death” and 33% of articles labeled “Medicine” are correctly labeled. While these results are encouraging, there seems to be confusion distinguishing between the “election” and “human interest” categories. It is worthwhile to note that humans also found it difficult to assign articles to the “human interest” category and thus this task appears to be significantly harder. An interesting direction for future work is to use other mechanisms of finding representative seeds to be used with the Seeded K-Means algorithm. One such approach is to identify a centroid of the human clusters by calculating the cosine distance of each pair of documents in each human cluster, estimate the mean and then find the document closest to the mean as the seed.

### 6 Conclusion and Future Work

The New York Public Library has an archive of over 200,000 historical newspapers published between 1890 and 1920 which have been subjected to OCR and are currently stored in an online database making them accessible to patrons. Unfortunately search facilities on this database are rudimentary; newspapers are scanned on a page-by-page basis and article level segmentation is almost non-existent; the OCR scanning process introduces a lot of garbled text. In a bid to make these archives more accessible to the general public, text mining algorithms are being considered for categorization of articles. The OCR software provides a rough categorization, but a large chunk of the articles are labeled “article/editorial” without division into fine-grained categories. Thus, articles dealing with medicine and crime are deemed to belong to the same category; this makes search and retrieval of articles difficult. We designed a pilot study to observe if humans were able to find coherent categories in a small subset of articles in a newspaper; these sub-categories discovered served as “ground-truth” against which labels learnt from unsupervised clustering algorithms are compared. Our results indicate that the presence of small and noisy clusters in the data made it difficult to find an agreement in the optimal choice of \( K \) between human annotators and the automated technique. This raises questions about what is the best way to quantify closeness of the automated

---

We used the implementation available from [http://ron.artstein.org/resources/](http://ron.artstein.org/resources/)
method to the human clustering. Future work also involves analysis of more sophisticated seeding techniques, use of non-parametric algorithms for clustering and design of experiments for incorporating “wisdom of crowds” into machine learning algorithms.
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